Abstract-Clustering for uncertain data is an interesting research topic in data mining. Researchers prefer to define uncertain data clustering problem by using combinatorial optimization model. Heuristic clustering algorithm is an efficient way to deal with this kind of clustering problem, but initialization sensitivity is one of inevitable drawbacks. In this paper, we propose a novel clustering algorithm named CUDAP (Clustering algorithm for Uncertain Data based on Approximate backbone). In CUDAP, we (1) make M times random sampling on the original uncertain data set D m to generate M sampled data sets DS={Ds 1 ,Ds 2 ,…,Ds M }; (2) capture the M local optimal clustering results P={C 1 ,C 2 ,…,C M } from DS by running UK-Medoids algorithm on each sample data set Ds i , i=1,…M; (3) design a greedy search algorithm to find out the approximate backbone(APB) from P; (4) run UK-Medoids again on the original uncertain data set D m guided by new initialization which was generated from APB. Experimental results on synthetic and real world data sets demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approach in terms of clustering quality measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, data analysis and knowledge discovery in uncertain data become more and more important in many applications, such as, sensor network, biomedical measurement, financial market analysis and weather predictions, etc. In real applications, many reasons such as the error in physical measurements, the randomness in data transmission and data staling, lead to data uncertainty [1] . Generally, data uncertainty includes three levels: table, tuple, and attribute level. For each uncertainty level, we need different models to represent it.
In this paper, we focus on the uncertain data with attribute level uncertainty. Traditional data usually have a finite value in each attribute and get a precision position in space. On the contrary, uncertain data is not an authentic point in space and located in a finite region represented by uncertain data object. The intrinsic characteristics of uncertain data make it difficulty to the data management, and also raise challenges to data mining and knowledge discovery. Generally, clustering for uncertain data described by combinatorial optimization model as following:
Given a set of uncertain data set Drineas et al. have proved that this clustering problem is NP-hard [2] . For large scale uncertain dataset, it is hard to get optimal clustering results for this kind of clustering problem in polynomial time. Researchers introduce local search methods and devise a lot of heuristic clustering algorithms [3] [4] [5] . Generally, the essence of heuristic clustering algorithm is to find a sub-optimal solution by a heuristic searching process in a local space. The existing uncertain data clustering algorithms can be divided into two kinds, density-based uncertain data clustering and heuristic uncertain data clustering. A density-based clustering algorithm, FDBSCAN, extends the traditional clustering algorithm DBSCAN to uncertain data clustering [6] . For heuristic clustering algorithm in uncertain data mining, the expectation distance function was defined at first to capture the uncertain characteristics embedded in data attribute, and then the traditional heuristic clustering algorithms are invoked. UK-means is an important heuristic clustering algorithm for uncertain data, it has many advantages, such as simplification, easy implementation. Due to K-means is the basic idea of UK-means, so initialization sensitivity and outlier sensitivity problem are the drawbacks of UKMeans [7] . In order to deal with the outlier sensitivity problem of UK-means, UK-Medoids introduce KMedoids into uncertain clustering [8] . CK-means improves the quality of UK-means clustering result by using a new expectation distance function.
Recently, researchers described an interesting phenomenon in heuristic algorithms [9] [10] [11] [12] . In TSP, Max-SAT, and GBP problem, nearly 80% of the sub-optimal solutions are distributed near the optimal solution, i.e. the "big valley" phenomenon. "Big valley" phenomenon means that most sub-optimal solutions have high similarity with the optimal solution in NP-hard problem. In NP-hard problem, backbone analysis is a popular method, it is used to design heuristic algorithm with high effectiveness. Backbone is defined as the common parts of all optimal solutions of the NP-hard problem. As the optimal solutions are hard to get for NP-hard problem, it is difficult to obtain the backbone of the solution. Due to the "big valley" phenomenon, researchers tend to approximate backbone structure with sub-optimal solutions. Approximate backbone is defined as the common parts of several sub-optimal solutions in NPhard problem. Researches can use the approximate backbone to design more effective heuristic algorithm, and get clustering solution with higher quality. From the above research, it is intuitive that we can get approximate backbone from sub-optimal solutions to help us to design better algorithm.
In this paper, we make use of the approximate backbone to uncertain data clustering problem and propose a novel clustering algorithm named CUDAP (Clustering algorithm for Uncertain Data based on Approximate backbone) . In the framework of CUDAP, we first make M times sampling in original uncertain dataset, and then we call UK-Medoids with randomly initialization in each sampled dataset to obtain M local optimal clustering results; The approximate backbone was derived from these local optimal clustering results; Eventually, we run UK-Medoids again in original uncertain dataset with a new initialization which was generated from approximate backbone. Experimental results on synthetic datasets and UCI uncertain datasets show that CUDAP has the ability to get better clustering results than other compared clustering algorithm. The Proposed clustering algorithm could be used in applications that require interaction with the physical world, such as location-based services and sensor monitoring data mining.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II we introduce the definition of approximate backbone for uncertain data. Section III proposes the details of CUDAP algorithm. Section IV discusses evaluation set up and metrics as well as analysis of experiments performed on synthetic as well as real world data sets. Section V summarizes the paper and discusses open questions.
II. DEFINITION OF APPROXIMATE BACKBONE
In this part, we first introduce the definition global optimal solutions and sub-optimal solutions of heuristic clustering for uncertain clustering problem, and then we propose the definition of backbone and approximate backbone.
Given an uncertain dataset . Generally, it is difficult to obtain the optimal solutions in polynomial time for a NP-hard problem. According to the "big valley" phenomena [13] , the researchers use the sub-optimal solutions to approximate the optimal solutions. DEFINITION 2. For an uncertain data clustering problem, several sub-optimal solutions are 
A. The Framework of CUDAP
In this section, we introduce the framework of Clustering algorithm for uncertain data based on approximate backbone, as shown in algorithm 1. CUDAP includes four main parts: (1) we firstly generate M sampled data sets from the original uncertain data set, and then, run UK-Medoids algorithm on these sampled data sets to generate M sub-optimal clustering results. (2) we find the approximate backbone from M sub-optimal clustering results to capture the approximate backbone by running FAB_GS algorithm; (3) we generate a new initialization from approximate by running Find_Init algorithm; (4) a better sub-optimal clustering result is derived by running UK-Medoids again with new initialization on the original uncertain data set. 
B. FAB_GS
It is an important step of CUDAP for finding approximate backbone from M sub-optimal clustering results. We assume that each cluster stores the data object number that belong to it. Based on this assumption, we use the set intersection method to find the co-occurrence data objects and the approximate backbone is generated. In algorithm 2, we propose a greedy set intersection method FAB_GS (Find Approximate Backbone using Greedy Search).
In FAB_GS framework, we first randomly select a suboptimal result 1 
C. Find_Init
After we capture the approximate backbone APB from M sub-optimal clustering results, Find_Init (Find Initialized cluster centers form approximate backbone) algorithm is run to find a new initialization for guiding the K-Medoids clustering algorithm on original uncertain data set. Algorithm 3 gives the main steps of Find_Init: we first assign the data objects in , and then merge these approximate backbone clusters to generate K clusters, eventually, we regard the center of these K clusters as the new initialization.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this paper, all the experiments are conducted on computer with Intel 1.6GHz Core2 CPU, RAM 2GB and 
A. Uncertain Datasets and Metrics
Synthetic uncertain datasets: the method for generating synthetic dataset was first proposed by Wang [10] . In synthetic uncertain datasets, all the uncertain objects are distributed in a 100×100 two dimensional space. Each object has a finite rectangular region MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle) with random size. We first randomly select K points as the centre of K uncertain objects, and then generate K uncertain objects. The distance between every two objects' centre at least 100 / 2K . Then randomly assign the remaining N K − uncertain objects to the K clusters. For each object, the distance between its centre and cluster centre is at least 100 / K . Thus we can make sure that each object is closer to its cluster centre than other clusters centre. The PDF of each uncertain object is represented as follows: in each dimension, we set 10 h I = as the distribution interval, and each dimension of the MBR of each uncertain object is in this interval, and we use a distribution parameter (0 1) β β < < to regulate the size of MBR. And in MBR of each object, we randomly generate N points. As this way, the synthetic uncertain data set with random distribution are created. .
The synthetic uncertain dataset is affected by 4 parameters. n , the number of uncertain objects; S , the number of points in each uncertain object; K , the number of clusters; β , distribution parameter, which affects the size of MBR of each uncertain objects. The default value of these parameters are shown in TABLE I. We create a series of synthetic datasets by changing the value of each parameter Standard UCI uncertain datasets: In this paper, we use 3 standard UCI benchmark data sets (Glass, Iris, and Wine) to generate UCI uncertain datasets. TABLE II describes the properties of these datasets. Each dimension of the three datasets are numerical. For each UCI dataset, we generate uncertain object through distribution from the points in them. Distribution depends on the PDF of each object: in each dimension of UCI datasets, we set a , where max_ length the max length of h dimension. Distribution parameter (0 1) β β < < is used to regulate the MBR of each uncertain object. In the MBR of each uncertain object, randomly generate n points, and each point has the same distribution. Thus, we can get the standard UCI uncertain datasets with random distribution.
There are two parameters which could affects the generation of standard UCI uncertain datasets: S , the number of points in each uncertain object; β , distribution parameter which decide the size of distribution. We first set default value of S and β (as shown in TABLE II) and then generate a series of uncertain datasets by using different parameters values.
In this paper, we use F-Score to measure the precision and recall rate of our methods and the compared clustering algorithms. 
B. The Setting of Parameter γ
In this section, we conduct experiments on the influence of sampling parameter γ . Figure 1 shows the experimental results on three UCI uncertain data sets. In 
C. Expremental Results and Analysis
In order to value the efficiency of our proposed method, we compare CUDAP with 4 clustering algorithms: UKMedoids_R(UK-Medoids with random initialization), UK-Medoids_KD(UK-Medoids with initialization derived by using kd-tree [14] ), CCIA [15] , CSI [12] . 
. From TABLE IV, we can find that the quality of clustering results derived by CUDAP is over the compared clustering algorithm. UK-Medoids_R and UKMedoids_KD has similar quality. This phenomenon shows the fact that random initialization and kd-tree based initialization method cannot deal with the initialization sensitivity problem of clustering algorithm for uncertain data. CUDAP and CSI use the common information (captured by approximate backbone) to guided the search steps of heuristic clustering, so the quality of clustering results have significant improvements.
Because of the sampling method used in our method, the time cost of CUDAP is less than that of other 4 compared clustering algorithms. . From Figure 2 , we can find that the clustering results derived by CUDAP on 3 UCI uncertain data sets are better than those of other compared clustering algorithms. This experiment shows the ability of CUDAP on deal with the real world uncertain data clustering problem.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the modification of initialization sensitivity problem of heuristic clustering algorithms for uncertain data. We make use of the common part of several sub-optimal clustering results to design a new way to improve the quality of clustering results. Approximate backbone is used to capture the common information and a new algorithm named CUDAP is proposed. Experimental results show that CUDAP has ability to find better clustering results. 
